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SALVATIONISM 301 is a spiritual leadership
transformation experience.
Intended to build on the SALVATIONISM SERIES 100,
101, and 201, SA 301 combines personal daily
devotional material with a group dynamic to optimise the
spiritual benefits for everyone involved.
SA 301 mines the treasures found in the lives of several
Salvationists in four countries.
CONTENT of SA301:
Primitive Salvationism Inc.
provides resources to aid
in the salvation war.
As well as speakers and
worship leaders for
seminars and conferences,
these include Warriors
Library courses, Salvo
Songs CDs, and
armybarmy
battle gear. For more
information on how PSI can
help you on your front,
visit armybarmy.com.

Cross-Culture Captain Curtis Butler
Post Modern Worldview Captain Denise Walker
Mission Captains John & Allison Norton
Prayer Captain Danielle Strickland
Holiness Commissioner Ed Read
The Prophetic Lieutenant Elaine Gillingham
Discipleship Captain Doug Hammond
Wards Captain Cathi Kennelly
Spiritual Warfare (FOUNDATIONS) Captain Kevin Kennelly
Leadership Captain Paul Henderson
Spirit Binge Captain Stephen Court
This course is best experienced in the context of the
whole series. For more information about the earlier
courses, visit armybarmy.com.

Introduction
Your Arsenal

What’s up with this??

God’s Word
In this box will be what He says about the topic. Scripture that’s even worth
memorizing!! Make sure you meditate on God’s word.
This will be an exciting quote to get your juices started!

Our Word
The Main
Point
Can it get
clearer?

This will be the main body of the text. The LESSON is in here. Keep in
mind that many times this continues on to a second page. Please keep
track of what you are learning in the notes margin on the right side of
the page.

Take some
notes…
Get
Interactive

Try to answer the
questions in this box to
make sure you are
really grasping what
you are learning.
Challenge yourself to
answer the tough
questions that just
make everything
clearer!

This box will have
some suggestions
on how you can
go from theory to
experience. Enjoy
some interactive
exercises for your
personal growth
and journey!

Resources

At the beginning of each week this box will include extra resources to
look up or read for further and deeper study of the material.
At the end of the week this will include resources to facilitate dialogue in
your group!

